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STATEMENT

•  The built environment (i.e. building construction) has 
been excluded and neglected when the “Emission Trading 
Scheme” (the ETS) was promulgated by the Australian 
Federal Government.

•  The reason for this was that the current Building Code 
of Australia’s (BCA) energy saving, hence related CO2 
reduction was neglected and deemed to be insignificant 
for consideration by the politicians and policy makers.

•  The Australian Federal Government commissioned a report 
prepared by Professor Ross Garnaut which did state that 
the contribution of the built environment is approximately 
23% of the total greenhouse emissions produced in 
Australia per year.

•  The world’s authorities confirmed that a load bearing 
concrete wall system is the most effective method of 
resisting earthquakes.

•  Dincel Construction System, when used in multi-level 
apartments achieves:

 -  Up to 62% energy and CO2 reduction which is 
the equivalent of approximately 14% of the total 
greenhouse emissions.

 - Up to 43% cost saving at each floor level.

 -  Unrivalled construction speed in comparison to 
conventional construction systems.

 -  Dincel Walls have been successfully tested to resist 
magnitude 9 earthquake forces by the University of 
Technology – Sydney.

ABSTRACT

The Australian housing affordability cannot improve unless 
inefficient building regulations, inefficient use of land and 
high labour costs are eliminated, and more cost efficient, 
fast and safe building systems are adopted.

Much has been said and written in recent times about the 
fact that housing affordability is becoming beyond the reach 
of a large percentage of our community, yet little is being 
done to stem this trend.

Australians have never readily embraced decentralisation 
and concentration of population around major centres 
creates heavy demands on the limited supplies of land. In 
recent decades our expectation of quality of housing has 
risen dramatically and all of the infrastructure and services 
associated with quality housing and quality of life combined 
with increased housing associated taxes, planning and 
building requirements dictate that these problems will only 
get worse.

Australian Construction Engineers have developed a new 
building construction technology called Dincel Construction 
System (DCS) which significantly addresses the housing 
affordability issue.

DCS uses a patented concrete forming technology with rigid 
polymer shell accommodating a concrete fill. The result is 
a waterproof, load bearing, fire and acoustic compliant wall 
which is used as a replacement for conventional concrete 
columns and infill walls. When Dincel-Walls are used as 
load bearing walls to carry floor slabs in lieu of conventional 
columns, the following benefits are achieved:

Dincel solution provides significantly faster, safer and 
stronger buildings even against natural disasters such as 
earthquakes, and achieves up to 43% cost savings at each 
floor level and 42% energy efficiency at the time of the 
building’s completion. This is equivalent to the reduction of 
75 tonnes of CO2 for each and every two bedroom apartment 
unit when it is built utilising Dincel Construction System.

Dincel also offers solutions to most common construction 
problems (Download – Dincel Solution for Construction 
Problems).
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INTRODUCTION

Our future economical well-being is inseparable from 
population growth. Even now, the Australian population 
growth would be unsustainably low were it not for 
immigration. However, a growing population needs housing, 
food, clothing, education, water, power, communication, 
sanitation and productive employment to support and pay 
for these services.

Further, to thrive as a nation and support a rising quality of 
life, we need technologies which will create higher labour 
productivity and lower cost. Only this will permit us to 
remain economically competitive as a nation, support a 
growing population and afford the comforts our communities 
expect.

To be more precise with our comments, the Australian cost 
of living has reached a degree where the income generally 
available for population below 30 years of age is inadequate 
for them to afford housing and to establish a vibrant family 
life which sustains our economy.

The population of Australia is 21 282 600 and is increasing 
at a rate of 1.6% annually which is 336 000 persons (31st 
March 2008 – Reference www.abs.gov.au). The average 
Australian occupancy rate is 2.6 persons per dwelling 
(currently have a reducing trend) which therefore requires 
Australians to have 129 230 dwellings each year. However, 
with the current construction technologies and materials, we 
can only build a limited number of housing, which leaves a 
considerable shortage. Due to water scarcity, the availability 
of new development land is also an important factor on 
housing affordability. The constant demand increases the 
re-sale value of properties. The reality is that the housing 
costs are always on the rise because of constantly increasing 
demand. Sadly, the home-purchasing power of our young 
people has diminished greatly.

LOW RISE HOUSING VERSUS HIGH RISE 
HOUSING

Many have questioned the ongoing affordability of the 
Australian desire to live in a private house on a quarter acre 
block of land. The cost of infrastructure for urban sprawl has 
risen beyond our means. Each new housing estate requires 
basic needs such as water, power, sanitary, transportation, 
schools, hospitals, etc. The cost and management of urban 
sprawl is only available with a very high price.

As we are spreading rather than consolidating, our cost 
of land for housing is escalating. Our younger generation, 
especially, can no longer afford such costs. For many others 
who have managed to borrow and purchase, their housing 
has become a lifetime misery of financial burden.

High rise housing (apartments) share the development cost 
(i.e. land, building, water, sanitary, power) and costs are 
significantly reduced, since in most cases existing facilities 
are used. Buildings near to railway transportation hubs offer 
an effective solution for public transport issues.

Currently, like any other capital city in Australia, Sydney is 
experiencing a consolidation of housing. Residential centres 
around existing transportation networks are growing, often in 
the form of 8 storey blocks of apartments. The consolidation 
of housing in apartments is now not only being experienced 
in Australia, but also a reality for the rest of the world.

Dincel Construction System offers very significant cost, 
energy savings and reductions in CO2 emissions, especially 
in the case of apartments.
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY MEASURES  
FOR NEW BUILDINGS

The following Australian regulatory issues are considered in 
the design of multi-level apartments.

FIRE

Australian building regulations require two sets of lifts, two 
sets of air pressurised fire stairs, sprinkler and alarm system 
when the building height exceeds 25 metres. This height 
is equivalent to 8 storeys above the street’s access level for 
emergency services. These provisions prevent developers 
from building more than 8 storeys on the basis of economics 
unless significantly more than 8 storeys are allowed by the 
authorities. The overshadowing and solar efficiency are 
some of the important factors that do not allow a higher 
number of storeys. The economics indicate that the number 
of floors should be a minimum of 12 storeys, i.e. number 
of apartments required to be increased by about 20% to 
30% above the 8 storey building for the development to be 
financially viable to exceed the 25m height limitation.

CROSS VENTILATION

In general, Australia has a temperate climate; hence at 
most times, for at least a good portion of the day, windows 
can be opened to circulate air within apartments. This will 
achieve fresh air, removal of volatile organic compounds 
and also assist in cooling (less energy) and condensation 
related problems. This minimises the dependence on 
the mechanical ventilation which is necessary to avoid 
condensation in cold climates.

Cross ventilation is best achieved by sole occupancy walls 
(i.e. party walls) being parallel to each other between 
adjacent apartments. This planning creates a wind tunnel 
when the windows are opened at each façade of the 
apartment.

The party walls in between sole occupancy units are also 
required to have acoustic and fire ratings for the occupant’s 
comfort and safety. Dincel Construction System utilises the 
sole occupancy walls as load bearing walls. Refer Figure 1 
for information.

CONSTRUCTION COST OF AN APARTMENT

Repetition is the single most important issue for the 
construction cost of multi-level buildings.

The cost conscious architect/developer also knows that all 
wet areas, vertical services and party walls must sit at the 
top of each other. Any multi-level design that does not follow 
this fundamental principle will not be cost competitive.  
A multi-level construction can take place in two ways as 
shown in Figure 1.

Floor slabs are carried by columns or load bearing walls. 
Columns are conventionally used to carry the floor slabs.  
It is cheaper and faster to build with columns and infill sole 
occupancy walls. This belief is rapidly changing with the 
invention of DCS. The reasons for this are:

(i)   The presence of solid infill walls in between the 
columns as sole occupancy walls will worsen earthquake 
effects which will exacerbate the fall of the walls. Most 
casualties that occur during an earthquake are due to 
falling walls. (Download – The Roles of Masonry Infill 
Walls During in an Earthquake.) Dincel-Walls have been 
tested by the University of Technology, Sydney to resist 
magnitude 9 earthquake forces (Download – Building 
Solution for Earthquake Prone Regions).

(ii)  The costs for a system consisting of floor slabs, columns 
and solid infill walls are up to 43% dearer than Dincel 
Construction System. (Download – Costing Analysis). 
Dincel eliminates complicated steel and formwork 
associated with columns. Dincel-Walls are installed 
much faster than conventional rectangular columns 
and eliminate the need for coming back for the sole 
occupancy walls. The floor slabs associated with  
Dincel-Walls are installed much faster, mainly due to  
the mesh reinforcement usage. This way, Dincel achieves  
a much faster structural system. Refer (Download –  
Why Dincel is Faster) to see the speed of installation. 
Refer (Download – Installation Video). Dincel can reduce 
the time of construction by up to 50% in a multi-level 
apartment incorporating column-slab and brick infill 
walls.
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MINIMUM 23%, UP TO 43% COST SAVINGS

FLOOR SLABS CARRIED BY LOAD BEARING DINCEL-WALLS WILL ALWAYS  
RESULT IN LESS CONCRETE AND STEEL

FIGURE 1
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CO2 REDUCTION 
FOR BUILDINGS

The measures for energy efficiency and CO2 reductions 
required by the current Building Code of Australia (BCA) are:

(i) The use of insulation of walls and ceilings.

(ii) Energy saving light bulbs.

(iii)  Gas or solar hot water storage in lieu of electrical hot
water storage.

(iv)  Building planning regulations to force solar efficiency
and cross ventilation which in turn reduces the heating/
cooling and lighting energy required.

All the above provisions aim to reduce energy used 
during the life of the building. The energy savings and 
CO2 reductions during the construction process are not 
considered by the BCA which is significantly more than the 
entirety of all the abovementioned BCA energy and CO2 
savings provisions.

Conventionally built buildings incorporating all applicable 
energy efficiency measures of the BCA can only provide an 
energy efficiency which is a fraction of what DCS embodied 
energy savings and CO2 reductions can achieve. The 
energy savings and CO2 reductions by the current building 
regulations is not big enough to get the attention of the 
politicians and policy makers.

On behalf of the Federal Government of Australia, Professor 
Ross Garnaut confirmed that buildings are responsible for 
23% of greenhouse emissions. DCS reduces this quantity of 
emissions by 62% for apartment buildings. THIS MEANS 
THAT DCS REPRESENTS 14% of reductions in total 
greenhouse emissions.

EMBODIED ENERGY EFFICIENCY, I.E. ENERGY SAVINGS 
DURING CONSTRUCTION

This efficiency is achieved by reducing concrete and a 
significant amount of steel reinforcement quantity in floor 
slabs and eliminating the columns altogether.

This represents 42% lower energy use at the building’s 
completion and as much as 62% lower energy use when a 
100 year building life cycle is taken (minimum Dincel life is 
120 years). The 42% energy saving at the completion of the 
building represents 75 tonnes of CO2-e reduction.

(Download – Part 1 - Energy Efficiency – Embodied Energy)

The above document has been peer reviewed by the 
Swinburne University of Technology.

Further embodied energy savings can also be achieved by 
significantly reducing the cement content normally used 
in walls. Refer (Download – Dincel Solution for Concrete 
Problems and Cement Minimisation).

SOLAR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Planners require solar access for new development 
approvals. The main reason for having solar access is to 
reduce our energy bills due to lighting, cooling/heating, 
and more importantly, to reduce fossil fuel burning (78% 
of Australian electrical power generation comes from 
coal burning) which is claimed to pollute our air and 
environment, i.e. CO2 reduction.

Architects try to position apartment living quarters facing 
north to achieve solar access; however this practice 
significantly reduces the developable area, thus increasing 
the land cost of housing development.

Alternative solution on how to best utilise the development 
land in urban consolidation:

Achieving good solar access for dwellings in higher density 
developments (especially in the case of apartments 
exceeding 3 to 4 storeys in height) is a much greater 
challenge when compared to low density developments.

Usually higher density sites will have limited solar 
orientation opportunities. The overshadowing from 
neighbouring buildings and the like overshadowing from 
buildings within the actual development is greatly increased.

Development sites having multiple apartment blocks 
sacrifice from their building heights and the distance 
between the blocks are increased to handle the 
overshadowing issue. These factors often result in the loss 
of significant development yield.

The other problem is that solar access orientation principles 
clash with other sustainability initiatives, e.g. natural 
drainage paths that do not correspond with solar orientation 
requirements may impact on urban water management 
systems.

The planet’s population is increasing rapidly. Urban 
consolidation, hence high density dwellings are now a fact of 
life. Our future is heading towards apartment living around 
transportation centres. Our reality is that we do not have 
the luxury of wasting our land. We therefore have to develop 
alternative or additional solutions to reduce the need for 
solar access orientation for the purposes of energy efficiency 
(i.e. less lighting and less heating energy) in high density 
developments.

Since the building authority’s purpose is to achieve  
energy efficiency for the lighting and heating criteria, the 
embodied energy saving (DCS saves the equivalent of 
89 years of heating and cooling energy) offered by DCS 
(Download – Part 1 - Energy Efficiency – Embodied Energy) 
is significantly more than if the living quarters do not have 
north facing (for the southern hemisphere) at all. This way, 
living areas can be re-oriented in all directions or 50% in 
both north and south directions.
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The direct impact of this will be significantly more 
development potential at any given multi-storey development 
site if solar access is not controlling the architectural 
building’s orientation design criteria. This will achieve 
even more embodied energy savings utilising the DCS 
design principles which will result in the energy efficiency 
generated by solar access being insignificant in comparison 
to the embodied energy saving achieved by adopting DCS 
design principles. The most effective design can only be 
achieved by locating the living quarters in all directions, 
and following the structural principles as explained in this 
document. (Download – Information for Architects).

DCS does not wish to dismiss the aesthetic value of solar 
access, but merely to provide greater technical flexibility. 
The “Lucky Country” is becoming less and less lucky as we 
are becoming more and more reliant on the export income 
of mineral resources. The world is becoming more aware 
of coal burning issues. A number of countries are moving 
to nuclear energy as hydro/solar power is nowhere near to 
catering for our exponentially growing power need. The 
Australian way of life would be seriously affected if Australia 
did not export 283 million tonnes of coal every year. The 
sustainability is to consider our future generation, so if 
we have to do some sacrificing, we can start doing this by 
allowing some reduction in our so onerous solar efficiency 
requirements. The reason for having solar efficiency is for 
the purpose of energy efficiency and is not warranted when 
Dincel Construction System is used.

Energy Efficiency by Thermal Insulation

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) aims to reduce the 
heating and cooling requirement by using insulation.

The BCA – Section J has become more onerous for higher 
thermal insulation (‘R’ Value) requirement.

The BCA has only recently started to account for the size 
of window openings and thermal mass of the wall in the 
assessment of the ‘R’ value for a façade wall. The only 
problem with the current BCA is that air tightness of the 
façade wall is not considered. A net loss of 25% energy 
can be accounted for the air leaking wall irrespective of the 
quantity of insulation.

The document (Download – Part 1 - Energy Efficiency – 
Embodied Energy) demonstrates that embodied energy 
savings demonstrated in the same document is 214 times 
better than a wall having insulation. DCS does not suggest 
eliminating insulation but to emphasise that the importance 
of embodied energy saving that is completely ignored by the 
BCA.

WE CANNOT TALK ABOUT GREEN BUILDINGS WITHOUT 
CONSIDERING EMBODIED ENERGY SAVINGS. As 
demonstrated in the above document, the current BCA 
requirements generate insignificant energy savings when 
compared with the Embodied Energy savings that Dincel 
offers.

Water Efficiency

The Dincel Construction System enables a radically new 
patented approach to metropolitan water conservation to 
be considered, in which new buildings would incorporate 
significant rain water storage. This is achieved by creating a 
box foundation structure to act as a water storage tank.

This box foundation structure would be constructed 
below the basement and public infrastructure level, for 
example under a low or high rise housing development. 
Such a storage facility could achieve up to 90% water self 
sufficiency for a building.

Such a system has the potential to reduce the need 
to construct additional dams, and reduce the cost 
of constructing and maintaining public stormwater 
infrastructure. Reduction on the reliance of conventional 
town water supplies could help to ease restrictions on the 
development of new land.

The water supply (Download – Water Conservation) is an 
important factor which affects the housing affordability and 
urban sprawl.
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RECYCLABILITY & WASTE MANAGEMENT BY DINCEL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS

These are mainly structural, water and cracking damages to walls which affect the life and integrity of buildings.  
They are unsightly and reduce the building’s life. Building owners make insurance claims. Refer (Download “Risk  
Minimisation for the Insurance Industry”)

Existing buildings may be subjected to flooding. Insurance premiums may affect housing affordability due to the high costs 
of insurance policies, particularly in areas susceptible to floods, cyclones, bushfires, etc. The following document titled 
Flood Recoverable Buildings also demonstrates a system of how to protect areas such as a township from flooding.  
(Download – Flood Recoverable Buildings)
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These are mainly structural, water and cracking damages to walls which affect the life and integrity of 
buildings.  They are unsightly and reduce the building’s life.  Building owners make insurance claims.  
Refer “Risk Minimisation for the Insurance Industry” (download)

Existing buildings may be subjected to flooding.  Insurance premiums may affect housing affordability 
due to the high costs of insurance policies, particularly in areas susceptible to floods, cyclones, 
bushfires, etc.  The following document titled Flood Recoverable Buildings also demonstrates a 
system of how to protect areas such as a township from flooding.  (Download – Flood Recoverable 
Buildings)

PLANET EARTH

MMAANNUUFFAACCTTUURRIINNGG

100% Recyclability:

• Manufacturing off-cuts
• Manufacturing rejects
• Profile cored web-holes

EENNDD OOFF BBUUIILLDDIINNGG LLIIFFEE

90% Recyclability:

• 90% of Dincel-Wall 
use does not need to 
incorporate 
reinforcement which 
allows simple 
crushing and 
recycling of both 
Dincel-Polymer as 
well as concrete infill.

CCOONNSSTTRRUUCCTTIIOONN

• Construction waste is 
minimised:

 By providing as per 
order lengths of Dincel-
Forms.

 Inbuilt Dincel service 
spacers eliminate wall 
chasing.

 The use of timber and 
related waste is totally 
eliminated when Dincel 
is used.

MANUFACTURING

100% Recyclability:

• Manufacturing off-cuts

• Manufacturing rejects

• Profile cored web-holes

END OF  
BUILDING LIFE

90% Recyclability:

•  90% of Dincel-Wall use  
does not need to incorporate  
reinforcement which allows  
simple crushing and recycling  
of both Dincel-Polymer as well  
as concrete infill.

CONSTRUCTION

• Construction waste is minimised:

 -  By providing as per order 
lengths of Dincel-Forms.

 -  Inbuilt Dincel service spacers 
eliminate wall chasing.

 -  The use of timber and related 
waste is totally eliminated 
when Dincel is used.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

1.  The Australian fire requirement associated costs  
significantly affect the building cost and its affordability.

2.  The reason for a solar orientation design with a building 
facing the northern winter sun (for southern hemisphere) 
is to reduce the heating energy use in living areas.

  The structural solution utilising load bearing Dincel-Walls 
offers the equivalent of 89 years of heating and cooling 
energy when compared to conventional column-slab  
systems having masonry infill walls. Refer (Download – 
Part 1 - Energy Efficiency – Embodied Energy)

3.  The cross ventilation regulation allows the sole occupancy 
walls to be used as load bearing.

4.  Floor slabs carried by load bearing Dincel-Wall will always 
result in cost effective construction (i.e. less concrete and 
steel in floor slabs) in comparison to floor slabs carried  
by columns.

5.  The load bearing wall system in lieu of the column  
system provides stronger buildings for forces such as 
earthquakes, faster construction, up to 43% cost  
efficiency, 42% energy efficiency, 75 tonnes of CO2 
reduction for each apartment and the best structural 
system for earthquake resistance.

6. The worldwide Green Building issues are:

 • Energy Efficiency and CO2 Emission

 • Waste Management

 • Housing Affordability for New and Existing Buildings

Refer to the following Dincel documents for more  
information on sustainability issues: 

(Download – 7 Green Star for Your Next Project)

(Download – Sustainability for the Construction Industry)

IN SUMMARY DCS OFFERS:

•  An immediate and significant solution to energy efficiency 
and CO2 reduction well above the current BCA measures 
which should be PREFERRED BY POLITICIANS and  
POLICY MAKERS.

•  DCS significantly reduces waste generation/waste  
management. THE WASTE ISSUE IS NOW BECOMING 
IMPORTANT FOR POLITICIANS and POLICY MAKERS.

•  Unmatchable construction cost and time saving, longevity, 
indoor air quality, water conservation and maintenance 
free buildings which are the vital issues for HOUSING 
AFFORDABILITY WHICH IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
EMERGING ISSUE FOR POLITICIANS AND POLICY 
MAKERS.

•  Buildings which are capable of resisting natural  
disasters such as Flood Recoverable Buildings,  
Earthquakes, Cyclones and Bush Fires ARE IMPORTANT 
ISSUES FOR THE POLITICIANS, POLICY MAKERS AND 
THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY.
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